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W E LC O M E
Over the past 5 years, we’ve hired multiple virtual assistants 
that have become long term team players for BlitzMetrics and 
assisted our partners in getting high quality virtual assistants 
following our proven hiring process.

We’ve compiled our system approach in screening and hiring 
virtual assistants in our VA Hiring Process. With our step by 
step process, you’ll be guaranteed to have amazing virtual 
assistants for your brand and company. You will learn how we 
“hacked” the virtual hiring process.
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With our VA Hiring Process, you’ll learn the six (6) different 
types of virtual assistants: operations/general VAs to engineering 
VAs; along with the six (6) stages in hiring a virtual assistant. 
This includes our templates and recommended tasks you’ll send 
over for your virtual assistant to complete.

Are you ready to hire your very own virtual team and scale your 
business?
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B e n e f i t s  o f  H i r i n g  V A s

decreased operational costs

decreaseD workload

GREATER access to individuals 
with specific skills

provide quality service

give you more time to work on 
your business rather than in it

improve your 
personal brand

personalized human response, 
which provides a better customer 
experience
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BENEFITS OF HIRING VAs
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Before we start teaching you the process of how to hire an 
amazing virtual assistant, we’d like to tell you 8 reasons why you 
should actually do it.

First off are the decreased operational costs you’ll have across 
the board. You won’t need to rent out a space or buy equipment 
like computers or business Internet to utilize a virtual assistant’s 
skills.
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As compared to a regular employee, a VA costs way less, and you 
won’t even have to pay for any employee benefits or pay them 
when they’re sick. There is an understanding that if they don’t 
work, they won’t get paid.

The second reason is that virtual assistants give you more time 
to work on your business rather than in it. Try to think back to 
all the times you wasted doing menial and repetitive tasks when 
you could’ve focused on building and scaling your business 
instead. VAs can perform all these tasks and let you have the 
time to plan for your business in the future.

https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/l9tg6kp21o#inline_embed_tab_content
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This also leads to the next two reasons, which are to decrease 
workload and improve your personal brand. As your VA works 
on various tasks from data entry to transcription to marketing, 
you’ll have less work on your hands and more time for 
professional and personal development. How many times
did you cancel on a conference or workshop because you had 
“things” you needed to do and, on the other spectrum, how 
many times did you have to cancel on holidays with family and 
friends because “something came up” at the last minute? With 
a VA on your team, you won’t need to stress over those “things 
that come up” as you can rely on them to field those “things”.
You’ll have more time to build your connections, both  
professionally and personally, that will greatly improve your 
personal brand.

The next reason is that you’ll have more access to individuals 
with specific skills. If you’re starting your own business, you 
have to juggle learning multiple fields from digital marketing 
to website creation to graphic design. Rather than limiting your 
options to specialists near you, fielding VA inquiries will remove 
any geographical restrictions. You’ll get access to competent VAs 
and specialists. But our experience has been that, when we have 
given them projects, there are competency and organizational 
gaps.

So we hire on an individual basis, not by team, which creates 
another layer of distortion. All of our people are dedicated to 
our mission (and to their 3x3 goals), not subcontracted out.
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The US-based specialists are mainly account management, 
which is hard to get outside the United States.
The last two reasons have more to do with dealing with your 
customers rather than how your business operates.

Other businesses utilize automation to field potential customers 
as well as respond to customer inquiries. This provides a bad 
taste to some customers as we’re all human and want that human 
interaction, be it from a human voice or spontaneous chat 
exchanges. VAs provide them with that personalized human 
response, which provides a better customer experience.

Aside from a more personalized feel, VAs generally provide 
quality service. VAs are committed to delivering maximum 
value to their employers as well as ensuring and repeatable 
results. They are dedicated to their work and will do their best to 
give you high-quality service. We know of businesses that think 
VAs actually perform at even higher levels than full-time
employees.

https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/v9dmrlwbgo
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S i x  R o l e s  f o r  V A s

VIDEO 
EDITOR

OPERATIONS
SPECIALIST

CONTENT 
SPECIALIST

COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING

DESIGNER
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1. Video Editor
• Takes raw videos and uploads to YouTube library and 

Content Library.
• Chops them up, edits them, and adds captions and effects.
• Uploads to Facebook as drafts

Refer on page 54.

2. Operations Specialist
• Onboard new clients and specialists.
• Handles packages and billing via Infusionsoft.
• Follow up on dropped items.
• Schedule meetings, including reminders.
• Update Operations Process

Refer on page 53.

3. Content Specialist
• Transcribes audio
• Manage Quuu submissions.
• Lightweight editorial and coordination-- listicles, 

interviews, webinar summaries, Topic Wheels.
• Gather content to assemble Topic Wheel and other 

components of the client and internal Content Libraries

4. Designer
• Maintain guide iterations, working with full-time 

employees.
• Update master asset tracker and list of Infusionsoft landing 

https://academy.blitzmetrics.com/courses/one-minute-video-course/
https://academy.blitzmetrics.com/courses/operations-email-support-course/
https://academy.blitzmetrics.com/courses/content-marketing/
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pages.
• Create client-specific versions, including infographics.

Refer on page 53.

5. Community Management
• Lightweight responses on Facebook, LinkedIn, blog, 

Twitter, etc.
• Help users with basic questions-- sending them to relevant 

articles, videos, and courses.
• Manage connection requests for Dennis on Facebook.
• Answer the phone during core hours-- phone number on 

site, and Facebook messenger leads.

6. Engineering
• Implement plumbing on new client websites.
• Manage IF/THEN triggers in the Logic Builder.
• Configure new websites for clients and specialists (WPMU 

and integration).
• Update database schema documentation and engineering 

roadmap.
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V i r t u a l  A s s i s t a n t 
K e y w o r d  S o r t e r

When you post a job post on Onlinejobs.ph, you’ll get 
hundreds of responses! Going through them one by one will be 
detrimental to your productivity and your time.

That’s why we have our Virtual Assistant Keyword Sorter. You 
can customize this to anything you’d like as long as they’re 
unique for each VA role and for each round. We use animals 
because they’re unique and it’ll be hard to miss in your inbox if 
you use these.

This will allow you to easily group all your VA applications 
according to their VA role and where they are at in your hiring 
process. It also adds one more way for you to make sure that 
your VA applicants are reading your messages intently.

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT KEYWORD SORTER

ABC

MY BLOG

GENERAL VA

First Round Second Round Third Round

RABBIT JACKRABBIT JACKALOPE

DESIGN VA

VIDEO VA

KOALA LEMUR TARSIER

First Round Second Round Third Round

SQUIRREL CHIPMUNK RACCOON

HEDGEHOG PORCUPINE ARMADILLO

BEAVER OTTER HONEY 
BADGER

ADS VA

CONTENT VA

ENGINEER VA

MEERKAT WEASEL FERRET
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S i x  S t a g e  i n  H i r i n g  a 
V i r t u a l  A s s i s t a n t
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T h e  S t a g e s  o f  F i n d i n g 
a n d  H i r i n g  V A s
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In this example, the applicant is tasked to put the subject line 
“rabbit” in their email response. This will place all their initial 
responses in one thread for your convenient viewing when you 
search the word “rabbit”.

Now that you know how to sort your potential applicants, let’s 
start hiring your amazing virtual assistant!

There are six stages in hiring a virtual assistant:

1. CREATE - Create a job posting on Onlinejobs.ph. 

2. SEND - Send them content to study. 

3. FILL - Fill out Goals Sheet. 

4. ONE-PAGER - Have them create a One-Pager. 

5. INTERVIEW - Interview via video chat on Skype. 

6. ASSIGN - Assign them a simple test project. 
 
Now that you know why you should hire VAs, let’s now focus on 
ensuring that you get the BEST and BRIGHTEST available!
Create a job posting on Onlinejobs.ph
Include simple task instructions that will weed through the pack 
of applicants-- simple instructions they need follow in applying. 
(Example: Specific email subject line)

https://www.onlinejobs.ph/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ULzFU2Pi4lR3MAuV3fZwrSLArn6hGyaV/view
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Send them content to study and have them make a one-
minute video or write about what they learned.

• Allows you to test how well they can grasp concepts.
• Tests their English.
• Shows how fast they can take action.
Video: First Round (0:59)

Have them fill out a Goals Sheet
• Shows their character.
• We can see how we’re able to help them achieve their goals.
Video: Final Round (2:15)

Have them Create a One-Pager (A page with all this 
information)

• Onlinejobs résumé, normal résumé, videos they’ve made, 
Goals Sheet.

• This organizes their information. It is also another test to 
see if they can follow instructions.

Interview via video chat on Skype
• Ask questions about the content you had them review.
• Ask other intelligent questions that correlate with your 

niche.
• Interview Template for Operations Specialist Applicants

https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/sz2vkngyfd
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ULzFU2Pi4lR3MAuV3fZwrSLArn6hGyaV/view
https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/gjxy50v2zn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14-9b32Z_xr3jbUI7L3_63qNNo4Yj8ZG21P1jvmTMLZY/edit#
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Assign them a simple test project
• Use this to test their ability to execute with instructions.
• If they pass, then they’re hired.

If they fail at any step of the way, they are DQ. If it’s a minor fail, 
you can give them another task to see if they can make up for 
the mistake.

Three things we go by when asking, “Should we hire?”
• No
• Maybe
• Heck Yes

Stage 1: Create a Job Post in Onlinejobs.ph

In order to get a quality VA, you’ll need to make a job post that
communicates all the tasks you need them to do regularly as well
as relay all the expectations you have of them. If you made this
correctly, you’ll be able to weed out the serious candidates from
the pretenders, as only the serious ones will read a lengthy job
post thoroughly.

Hiring Process for VA’s on Onlinejobs.ph

Watch this video to find out how BlitzMetrics hire amazing VAs
using Onlinejobs.ph

Sprinkle in some simple task instructions such as addition,
subtraction or any similar math equation, including a “keyword”

https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/lpajvk6cqe
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in the subject line when responding to your job post and other
simple instructions you can think of that they’ll need to follow 
in applying.

Here are examples of job posts you can use as templates
Video EditingVA
Content Specialist VA
Design VA
Engineer VA
Operations VA
Community Specialist VA

After they send you their initial response, you should check their
profile on Onlinejobs.ph to get an idea of what their strengths
and weaknesses are!

You’ll be able to see his/her basic information such as age, IQ, 
DISC, and English mastery scores.

If you’re a premium member, you can also do a background 
check on

You can compare their onlinejobs.ph account (yellow) with their 
Facebook account (blue).
Note: Specific applicant details have been removed for privacy 
reasons.
You’ll also be able to take a peek at other information you might 
want to know, such as:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mLYos8MtYYkxiaFZtbocZ2mrxa72rqMnscsxDfgJTqQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ne42VtteNIFiZv_lP44v73265YbI5TYs7Vj02NdPryQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17QxZtg9KCCmQF2qWYM5sRlEsehexdoB_O--aA794LUQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wP8VEIVW5sLWgjr_hyt5TGNeQwcGUz66VPgI1QLWDgw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_40LS6BmblG-SfweYmTic5J51a_SKKQKt-k_xfiRcVE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beWvbBwYs5XxgZI47G3IjmFGjRTd8aVAJ4D0hgV2AaU/edit
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Related Accounts

Our algorithms in determining if someone has more than one 
account that are pretty sophisticated. We don’t catch people 
100% of the time, but we’re really good at it.

While having 2 accounts associated with the same person isn’t 
automatically a red flag, it’s something to be aware of. 2 accounts 
often happen because someone forgot their password, or they 
forgot if they still had an account,  or if they changed their email 
address. It also happens because people live in the same house 
and are sharing a computer. 2 accounts which are signifacantly 
similar (generally looking for the same type of work) may be 
a problem of the person trying to keep 2 jobs with 2 different 
employers without each other knowing. 
2 accounts with significantly different info (like, one is a 
webmaster and the other is a writer) is usually not a problem.
Sometimes someone trying to get multiple jobs will use a 
“cousins” name/facebook account/photo to create a legitimate 
second account with a high ID proof score. You can usually 
identify if this is a problem when their skill sets or job 
descriptions are very similar.
Look at the other account associated with this one. Look for 
irregularities between them (like the same facebook profile used 
on both accounts...). 
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Employment History 

Email patterns are indicative of looking for a job. If someone is 
always sending emails, they’re always looking for a job. Usually 
someone who is actively sending emails to employers will find a 
job within a month. 
If you’ve already hired this person: If a worker is sending 
emails after you’ve already agreed to hire him then it’s worth 
investigating. Sending emails means someone is looking for a 
job. If they’re emailing someone else while working for you...
well...

Workers who send emails month after month are continually 
looking for work. Often this means they’re working more than 
one job or they’re commonly doing contract work. In and of 
itself it’s not bad. But it could be indicative of a bigger problem.

If everything is in order after you looked at their profile and 
done a background check on them, its now time to move on to 
the next stage!

Stage 2: Send Them Content to Study

This allows you to test:
• How well they grasp concepts
• Their English
• How fast they can take action
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As a guide, there are three phases in this stage:

Initial Round: General Concept/Goal of your Business
• Provide content regarding why your business does what it 
does.
This will let them empathize and understand your business on a
deeper level which will lead to a higher level of performance.

Second Round: Educational/Training Videos
• Provide content regarding your daily tasks/concepts on how 
your business works.
This will give them more insight on how and what aspect of your
business they can be of the most help.

Third Round: Promotional Videos
• Provide content on what you’re selling or what services you 
offer your customers.
This will give them a better understanding of what you do as a
business.

You can used “canned” notes for these different stages. It’ll 
save you time and ensure that all candidates will have the same 
application process experience.

This is an example of a “canned” note for progression to the 2nd 
stage of an Operations Specialist application:
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You’ll see that the applicant has the “RABBIT” subject line 
indicating that she just submitted her response for the initial 
round.

A “canned” note comprises of three things:
• A “personalized” response this portion gives the impression 
that you’re totally engaged with the applicant and that you’re 
connecting with them.

• The core note template this portion contains the actionable 
task/learning point you want them to do/learn for consideration 
to the next round.

• “Keyword” sorter for the next round this portion keeps 
the linkage of rounds intact and lets you know at what stage 
particular applicants are.
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Stage 3: Goals Sheet and Proposed Development 
Plan

• Goals Sheet
- Shows their character
- Shifts the focus from you to them
- Gives you insight on their perceived skill level
- Lets you see their short to long term goals
- Lets you examine if you can help them achieve their goals
- Happy employees are efficient employees

• Proposed development plan
- Lets you see their desired salary
- Lets you see how they gauge their skills/expertise/knowledge
- Lets you see how they want to grow in the company and if you 
can support them in their growth

Here is the Goals Sheet Template.
Here is the Goals Sheet Example.
Here is the Proposed Development Plan.

Stage 4: Create a One-Pager

This step organizes their information. It also acts as another test 
to see if they can follow instructions and how fast they can take 
action.
• Onlinejobs Resume, Goals Sheet, Proposed Development Plan

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lzvf7efvg7n3rcq/AAD4fdYrXxXlN-nXUrFdgAlHa?dl=0&preview=Goals_Matrix_Template.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10sk3kLTY2H0hzU40tJEZcUijwhTYLP-2&authuser=carlos.santos@blitzmetrics.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lzvf7efvg7n3rcq/AAD4fdYrXxXlN-nXUrFdgAlHa?dl=0&preview=Proposed+Development+Plan.docx
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Stage 5: Interview via Video Chat in Skype

• Ask questions over the content you had them review
• Ask other intelligent questions that correlate with your niche
• Interview Template for Operations Specialist Applicants

Stage 6: Assign them a Simple Test Project
Use this to test their ability to execute with instructions. If they 
pass, they are HIRED!

Note: If they fail at any step of the way, they are DQ.

If it’s a minor fail, you can give them another task to see if they 
can make up for the mistake.

Compensation and Work Alignment

We’ve raved about how virtual assistants are extremely efficient 
and at the same time provides you with a cost-effective option.

As with everything, virtual assistants aren’t created equal. Some 
are fresh graduates while others might be in the business for a 
long time.

This is the great thing about finding a virtual assistant: you get 
to choose from a multitude of people with drastically varying 
experiences and skills, along with different potentials of growth.
This is where you, as an employer, should choose what kind 
of virtual assistant you need. Do you want someone who’s a 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14-9b32Z_xr3jbUI7L3_63qNNo4Yj8ZG21P1jvmTMLZY/edit#
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greenhorn but has an extremely high ceiling or a veteran but has 
little to no room for growth.

Each have their own strengths and weaknesses. To help you 
decide what type of VA you’re looking for, answer these 
questions:

1. What salary range are you willing to pay for your starting VA?
 $2 - $3.99
 $4 - $5.99
 $6 - $7.99
 $8 - higher

2. Are you willing to train your VA?
 Yes
 No

3. Are your tasks specific or general?
 Specific
 General

Let’s go through your answers!
For question 1:
 $2 - $3.99:
Greenhorn - Little to no experience with high potential for  
growth.

 $4 - $5.99:
Low Intermediate - 1 month to 1 year experience with room for
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growth.
 $6 - $7.99:
High Intermediate - 1 year to 3 years experience with 
established
skills.
 $8 - Higher:
Expert - 3 years onwards experienced with established skills and 
has a track record in leading teams or systems

For question 2:
 Yes - the best options for you are Greenhorn and Low 
Intermediate.
 No - the best options for you are High Intermediate and 
Expert.

For question 3:
 Specific - the best options for you are High Intermediate 
and Expert
 General - the best options for you are Greenhorn and Low
Intermediate.

In order to accurately qualify potential virtual assistants, you’ll 
need to make a checklist of hard and soft tasks in your business 
which will serve as a basis for a raise and will give you an easier 
way of monitoring their growth and the value that they add.

This method gives your VA an incentive for working hard as 
learning new skills or tasks will lead to more job security while 
also giving you a better understanding of your VA’s true worth.
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In BlitzMetrics these are some, not all, of the “hard” and “soft 
tasks”:

Hard Skills (tools-based) - for $1 an hour that you could 
develop and why they’re valuable.
• Infusionsoft: to clone Campaign Builder funnels for our 
courses and operational processes for agency clients.
• Facebook ads: to execute personal branding packages and 
general remarketing sequences to drive list building and 
revenue.
• Reporting tools (Tableau, Google Data Studio, Excel, MySQL): 
to do detailed brand analysis and create relevant charts/
presentations.
• Video editing tools (HitFilm, Premier, Camtasia, FCP): to 
produce speaker reels, course summaries, promotional videos, 
and other assets fit for publishing and promoting.
• Content editing tools (Word, PowerPoint): to produce articles 
worth publishing on our contributor channels, reflecting pro-
level expertise.

Soft skills (not tools-based) - built into the 6 phase VA career 
path for:

• Team lead: Mastery of #DDD and #CID on your own projects.
• Manager: Show our senior team that you understand how to 
also train, encourage, discipline, hire, and fire, based on our 
Operations Process.
• Figurehead: Through your own well-documented examples, 
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develop detailed checklists for other VAs to follow, and have 
proof that hundreds of VAs have been able to achieve the result 
from following your checklists in that skill area, with minimum 
support along the way.

Note: Let this serve only as a guide as each niche has different 
progression
points in terms of hard and soft skills for virtual assistants.
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6  P h a s e s  o f  H i r i n g  V A s
What can a VA do for me?
A VA can be more than just an assistant. They could be a 
programmer, graphic designer, and so on. The Philippines has 
the full spectrum of skills that you might need. VAs allow you to 
work on your business instead of in your business

What can I expect from VAs from the Philippines?
Can you expect a VA to get good, full-time work done but also 
be an affordable investment? Absolutely!

What makes hiring from the Philippines different?
We’ve seen firsthand that our VAs are capable of doing great 
work from home where they are comfortable and, therefore, able 
to accomplish tasks more efficiently. They are no longer held 
back by commuting and dealing with the traffic problems which 
makes employees feel burned out even before they start working 
in the office. A significant number of college graduates, trained 
individuals, and overall, talented, hard-working Filipinos are 
underemployed or unemployed. By hiring Filipino VAs, we help 
with the country’s unemployment problem and provide career 
opportunities that they would typically not have access to so 
they can grow professionally.

How do I delegate work to my VA?
We use checklists that VA’s can learn and execute so we can
concentrate more on growing our business.
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What is the filtering process?
Our VA prospects go through a 6-Stage Qualifying Process. This
includes a test project that they work on so we can measure their
capability and communication skills. Through this process, we 
can see if they are a good fit for us and also see if we are a good 
fit for them.

First Phase:
Receive response to Onlinejobs.ph post

Second Phase:
Reply with click “Hey [INSERT NAME]”

Watch this video carefully to understand what we do and why so 
many companies want to work with us:

Video: Let’s Talk Growth - Dennis Yu

Then make a one-minute video about what you’ve learned, 
posting it to your profile and including the video link.

Start a new thread with the subject line including JACKRABBIT 
with a link to your video.

This is how we’ll evaluate your ability to learn quickly, follow 
directions, and take action.

____________

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1523322071020355
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What we care more about is not where you currently are, but 
your daily, regular progress.

In most companies, pay is contentious because the favoritism 
and an inability to measure individual value creates politics.

Most companies also have a fixed structure that doesn’t allow 
people to keep progressing and get direct help with their goals.

In fact, the advancement of one person comes at the expense of 
others, since most companies have limited “spots”.

There is no zero-sum in our company.

If you can demonstrate competency through repeated execution, 
then you deserve advancement and company-wide praise for it.

The time span for each level is not a union model, where you get 
automatic advancement after X amount of time.

This creates the right incentive system.

What we’d like to see is that some senior VAs grow to be able 
to run a team that executes packages-- to then have P&L 
responsibility that comes at Level 6+ in the US-based specialist 
system.

In short, isn’t it better to come in a bit on the “low side” and 
be quickly promoted, than to come in slightly high and have 
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scrutiny?

And to know that you read it and watched the accompanying 
video, kindly like, share, and comment on the article.
Thank you!”

Third Phase:
After they respond to your first email, reply with “Hey [INSERT 
NAME],

Now go deeper and watch this TWO HOUR internal strategy:
Show us you understand the nuances here and tell us what you 
think-- disagreement, personal application to you, and so forth. 
Not promotion-- education.

Share your response in whatever format you think showcases 
your strengths and understanding best-- to reveal interesting, 
non-obvious points.

Video: Phoenix Day 3 RAW Triangles: Specialist: Finance 
(1:55:54)

And then send a note to me with this, recapping your 
understanding of the job post and why we have such process to 
prevent failure, while encouraging iteration. Use JACKALOPE in 
the subject line, which puts you in the final stage of candidates.”

Fourth Phase:
After they respond to your second email, if they’re still interested 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_ntlV1kBSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_ntlV1kBSk
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and seem to be a good fit, reply with “The last phase

It’s a two step process:

First I will interview you and if you pass, you’ll be interviewed 
one on one by Dennis himself. But before all that, we’d like you 
to make your own goals sheet and professional development 
plan.

Refer to this regarding your development plan:

Video: VA Development Plan (1:23)

Linked are the templates for both the goals sheet and a proposed
development plan.

Here are some of the hard skills (tools-based) for $1 an hour that 
you could develop and why they’re valuable:

• Infusionsoft: to clone Campaign Builder funnels for our 
courses and operational processes for agency clients.
• Facebook ads: to execute personal branding packages and 
general remarketing sequences to drive list building and 
revenue.
• Reporting tools (Tableau, Google Data Studio, Excel, MySQL): 
to do detailed brand analysis and create relevant charts/
presentations.
• Various video editing tools (HitFilm, Premier, Camtasia, FCP): 
to produce speaker reels, course summaries, promotional videos, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwDaeimdgD0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lzvf7efvg7n3rcq/AAD4fdYrXxXlN-nXUrFdgAlHa?dl=0
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and other assets fit for publishing and promoting.
• Various content editing tools (Word, PowerPoint): to produce 
articles worth publishing on our contributor channels, reflecting 
pro-level expertise.

and so forth....

And there are soft skills (not tools-based) that are built into the 6 
phase VA career path for:

• Being a team lead: once you master #DDD and #CID on your 
own projects.

• Being a manager: to show our Senior Team that you 
understand how to also train, encourage, discipline, hire, and 
fire, based on our Operations Process.

• Figurehead: Through your own well-documented examples, 
develop detailed checklists for other VAs to follow, and have 
proof that hundreds of VAs have been able to achieve the result 
from following your checklists in that skill area, with minimum 
support along the way.

5th phase- On-boarding process:

You should on-board your new VA with all your assets including 
a new email, basecamp or project management account, 
business manager account, boomerang, timecamp or time 
tracking account, and give them any training courses you want 
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them to take.

6th phase- Leveling Up:

You should want your VA to grow and continue to tune their 
skill set. You should also want to reward them for this because 
they will start to provide even more value to your business. As 
they are cared for and see their progression they will continue to 
do better work.
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H i r i n g  P r o c e s s  F l o w 
C h a r t

STEP 1:
After they have completed the Qualification Task, have two 
interviews with the team lead, then if they pass, a final with 
the manager. 

STEP 2:
Offer a position to them, or send them a decline email.

Offer position email
Decline Email

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EGru_qiUcIHDK5BINwSa0D8nKP7RwIzeh-7IkutT9vk/edit#heading=h.3x6maaw2dtiv
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EGru_qiUcIHDK5BINwSa0D8nKP7RwIzeh-7IkutT9vk/edit#heading=h.3x6maaw2dtiv
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STEP 3:
If they accept, send them the online certificate for passing 
the Qualification Phase and becoming a Certified Specialist

STEP 4:
The team lead should send a company note out making sure 
they include the following: 

Send to all@yourcompany.com
A. Lead’s welcome note to his/her own words

B. New hire’s Public Figure Page 

C. New hire’s Goals Sheet

D. New hire’s Why Video

STEP 5:
Operations team should fully onboard them following our 
onboarding checklist

STEP 6:
Team lead must have a call with the new hire to go over 
Level 1 Specialist rules, their new specialists path to leveling 
up and reaching their goals and to answer any question they 
may have.

https://drive.google.com/a/blitzmetrics.com/file/d/1uJ6wi3Yg94NS7hIVrgoejHdqb4vB1OF-/view?usp=drive_open
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Ty p e s  o f  A p p l i c a n t s
There are two types of applicants:
• Individuals
- applicants who represent themselves and act as independent
entities
• Syndicate
- a company or group of individuals that work together to 
increase their profits

In general, you’ll be dealing with individual people looking 
for job opportunities. We highly recommend dealing with 
applicants that fall under this category for three reasons:

1. Affordability
It’s more affordable to work with individual virtual assistants 
as compared to syndicates. On average, the starting salary for a 
FIlipino VA will range from $250 - $500/month depending on 
their background and expertise, if any. For syndicates, they’ll be 
demanding $500 - $750/month to start but the virtual assistant 
that they’ll give you will only get $250/month which means 
$250 - $500/month will go to people who haven’t even given you 
any value while the person that’s been working for you has been 
getting only $250. Even if you doubled the pay of an individual 
VA from $250 to $500, it would still be cheaper than the $750 
you’ll have to pay a syndicate. Plus, giving your VA a raise will 
boost their morale as well as incentivize them to work even 
harder for you while for syndicates, even if you increase their 
salary, a portion of that raise will go to the syndicate itself.
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2. Personalization
Some syndicates try to maximize their profits by intertwining 
their clients, you and a bunch of other small to mid-sized 
companies, and divide teams into specific systems i.e. 
Infusionsoft, Wordpress, LMS, Digital Marketing. This
will churn out faster iterations and will give you a feeling of 
increased value.
The problem with this set-up is that it’s prone to churn out 
similar or identical output for the multiple clients they have. You 
want to be UNIQUE and STAND OUT from the crowd right? 
You don’t want to blend in!

It might take a longer turn-around time for one VA to churn out 
iterations on Infusionsoft, Wordpress, or on FB marketing but at 
least you’re sure that your guy/girl understands what your goals 
are and the intricacies of your business which will allow them 
to produce content which is as close to your vision as possible. 
Tying in with number 1, you can expand your team if you
feel like one VA can’t handle the workload alone anymore. Three 
VA’s who’re fully-dedicated to you is way better than one VA 
from a syndicate at the same price.

3. Relationships
We are people and “no man is an island”. We invest in 
relationships and people that we talk to on a daily basis. The 
same thing goes when hiring virtual assistants. You’ll be building 
relationships with your team as you’ll be working with them 
closely in the hopes of expanding and exploding your
business. You build relationships with individuals and not 
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syndicates. You might be building a relationship with the VA 
assigned to you by the syndicate but it won’t be the same as 
having a VA who’s 100% focused on your business and 100% 
giving you value for every dollar you give them. This will lead to 
a better relationship.

In our hiring process, we recommend that you conduct a Skype 
interview for this purpose: to see if you’re comfortable with 
communicating with them as you’ll be doing that extensively 
in the future if you choose to hire them. John Jonas shared his 
experience with hiring a syndicate as compared to hiring an
individual applicant.

Also be aware of syndicates “acting” as individual applicants. 
This is where a thorough background check is needed as you’ll 
be able to see the number of job posts applicants have applied 
for and other indicators of fake accounts.
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V i r t u a l  A s s i s t a n t  C a r e e r 
P a t h  ( 6  L e v e l s )

$10/Hour

Project Manager

Manage multiple 
projects while 

developing checklists for 
Project Leads to follow

6

$3/Hour

Learning The Basics

Competence and 
Mastery of Basic 

Checklists

$4/Hour

Specialization 

Capability to grasp
concepts on preferred

path

$6/Hour

Diversi�cation

Capability to mesh
specializations

$12/Hour

Manager of Managers

$8/Hour
Success of Project and 

Effective 
Communication among

 team members

Project Lead

Total Duration Estimated To Achieve Senior Position Status: 2 Years And 7 Months

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT 
CAREER PATH 

(6 levels)

2-3 months

3-4 months

6-12 months

4-6 months

4-6 months

Indefinite

#DDD: Do, Delegate, 
Delete. Demonstrate 
personal efficiency.

#CID: Communicate, 
Iterate, and 
Delegate: Learn 
through iteration, 
gaining expertise in 
specific areas.

- Oversee project 
execution and 
mentor L1 and L2 
as they learn 
checklisted 
processes.

- #CCS: Integrate 
learnings from 
project execution 
into Content, 
Checklists, and 
Software.

- #GCT: Goals, 
Content, Strategy:
Understand the 
importance of 
quantifiable, 
actionable 
business goals, 
validation of 
mission through 
content, and 
owned, earned 
and paid 
components of 
people-based 
targetting.

-Learn a diverse set 
of skills and gain 
an understanding 
of relationships 
between the 
various checklisted 
process.

-#MAA: Apply 
Metrics, Analysis, 
and Action: 
Prescribe and 
implement 
checklists across 
several areas of 
expertise

- #LDT: Learn, Do, 
and Teach, by 
coaching and 
updating training.

- #AEC: Awareness, 
Engagement, 
Conversion. 
Demonstrate 
understanding
of the Sales 
Funnel: the 
customer's 
journey to 
conversion.

#SBP: Specialist 
(VA), Business, 
Partner: 
Oversee the flow 
of incoming VAs, 
optimizing training 
and team structure 
to ensure 
repeatable 
excellence in 
package execution.

#MOF: Marketing, 
Operations, 
Finance: 
Master core 
Business 
Functions at scale.
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O n l i n e j o b s . p h  v s  t h e 
Wo r l d

A lot of websites are up like upwork.com, fancyhands.com and 
others that a lot of entrepreneurs confuse with onlinejobs.ph. 
There are stark differences between onlinejobs.ph as compared 
to other online job platforms.

1. Focus on the Filipino Virtual Assistants
John Jonas, founder of onlinejobs.ph, noticed four 
characteristics of filipinos that make them perfect employees:
• loyalty
• fast learners
• problem solvers
• dedicated workers

He also noticed that there was a vast majority of fresh graduates 
who were unemployed because of job-skills mismatch and the 
overall lack of job opportunities in the country. He wanted to 
change the lives of both entrepreneurs stateside and the amazing 
Filipino people who only needed a chance to prove their worth 
in the world.

How to find the perfect VA for you!
Watch this video on How to find the perfect VA for you!
Related Article: How Filipino VAs Change Your Business 
Outlook

https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/o0yn7hmn9r
https://www.onlinejobs.ph/blog/how-filipino-vas-change-your-business-outlook
https://www.onlinejobs.ph/blog/how-filipino-vas-change-your-business-outlook
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Along with all of that, English is ingrained in their culture. It’s 
the second language of more than 90% of them and over 60% of 
them are fluent English speakers; that’s the best in Asia.

“The quality of their English depends on the VA role.

Designers, video, and engineering don’t have to be amazing, 
but can’t be shoddy. Content VAs must be amazing, while 
Operations VAs must be very good. Everyone must have solid 
English skills, since they must be able to understand and teach 
our concepts.”

2. Long-term vs Short-term
Websites such as upwork.com and fancyhands.com hire virtual 
assistants on a contractual basis. You pay x amount of dollars 
for one project which will take x amount of hours for a virtual 
assistant to complete.

After that, it’s either you post a new project for virtual assistants 
to apply for and the cycle continues. This leads to robotic and 
impersonal output that appears out of touch to your specific 
needs.

In onlinejobs.ph, there is a belief in the value of providing a 
stable, long-term job opportunity for virtual assistants. This 
method has great implications for you as an entrepreneur and 
for your virtual assistant.
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• Work is done with a greater understanding of your business

The advantage of hiring someone for the long-run is that 
you’ll be getting work done with a more holistic approach as 
your virtual assistant knows the ins and out of your business, 
what it stands for and to whom the content is specifically 
targeted for. You’ll be able to save money by requiring less 
revisions as they know your vision.

• Training your Virtual Assistant

The beauty of having a virtual assistant is that you can start 
them off at a lower base salary as the inherent room for growth 
is apparent by providing training for them to “level up” and 
increase their workload  in time. This allows you to see their 
progress and to evaluate the value they give you every step of 
the way. It also gives your virtual assistant a continued sense of 
accomplishment as they see a system for growth and promotion 
as compared to freelancers as they’ll need to have the specific 
skillset immediately in order to “snag” the project.
As such, they’ll demand more money but will only provide you 
with one-off value which will always be trumped in the long run 
by your dedicated virtual assistant.

Even if you’re putting a VA on the right projects, you cannot 
assume they know all the details and systematical approaches.
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For example, specialists might understand what it means to 
update a client’s Content Library, why this is important, and how 
it fits into our processes.

But if Specialists and Managers are not explicit, VA’s will make
mistakes and do things like:

• blindly copy and paste every single Facebook post into this 
document-- burning weeks of time for something we could 
do in 10 seconds or have automated (which we do). 

• insert irrelevant or negative content-- since they don’t 
understand the 3 components of authority, even if we 
explicitly direct them to training on it and to update the 3 
columns to score authority.

• bill 4 hours a day on an inactive project for months-- not 
wondering whether what they’re doing has any value, if 
anyone is using it, or anyone even knows about it.

Filipinos are some of the hardest, loyal, and caring people we 
have. There culture is just different from ours.

You have to be explicit about these components and make sure  
they understand the business value of these tasks, allow them 
to grow into tasks tangential in the chain (to go from collecting 
content, to editing content, to cross-posting content, to boosting, 
etc).
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What makes a senior VA is part skill (to bridge from a single 
task to working the entire value chain), but the understanding 
to think from the standpoint of a client-- what drives business 
value and what is “common sense”.

When they see the bigger picture, you can start to eliminate
systematic waste.

• Trust and Workload

Do you trust freelancers with your personal information? The 
simple answer is no. They’ll only work for you one project at a 
time an the inherent risk of sharing your personal information is 
extremely high.

I’m not saying that you should trust your virtual assistant 100% 
but as time progresses and you develop that relationship that 
only time can nurture, trust will be easier to give. John even 
trusts one of his virtual assistants to manage his paypal account!

Along with that trust will be an increased workload. This is  
inevitable as they go higher through your leveling system. This 
will allow you to spend more time with family, your hobbies and 
really focus on working ON your business and not IN it.

3. Maximizing Value

At the end of the day, we understand the bottomline: maximize 
value of every dollar you spend. Onlinejobs.ph accomplishes 

https://www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/1605/john-jonas/
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that for both you, the entrepreneur, and your future virtual 
assistant. For a fraction of what Indian, Pakistani and American 
specialists make ($450 to $1000+) every month; you’ll be getting 
an individual who’s grateful for the opportunity you’ve given 
them as well as have loyalty, honesty and an insatiable drive 
to succeed ingrained in their very existence. There are people 
like this in other nations but you’ll come to find out soon that 
Filipinos will do their very best for you each and every time.

Related article: My Outsourcing Method is Different than Yours

You might think that you’re low-balling them but, in truth, 
you’re actually providing them with an above average salary as 
compared to their compatriots.

Furthermore, the concept of family is huge in the Philippines. 
The children take care of their parents when they become 
elderly, multiple family members live nearby each other. By 
providing them with an online job, you’ll be allowing your
virtual assistant more time to spend with their loved ones at 
home. You’ll be allowing them more freedom to grow as people 
because they aren’t chained to the usual transport problem in 
the Philippines which takes 2 to 4 hours of their days just to get 
to their 9 to 5 jobs.

https://www.onlinejobs.ph/blog/my-outsourcing-method-is-different-than-yours
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WHY HIRE FILIPINO WORKERS?

• They’re  loyal
• They’re problem solvers
• They’re fast learners
• They take their jobs seriously

600 thousand College graduates entering the workforce yearly
18 % Filipino College graduates are underemployed
6.5% unemployment rate
30% Filipinos are hired on a contractual basis

Some of the VAs will ask about pay, so here’s what 
you need to know.

Most VAs make $500 a month in the Philippines.
That’s a decent living for a college-educated digital marketing 
specialist, low as it may seem compared to what we enjoy in the 
US.

Awesome VAs make $1,000+ a month-- yes, it’s a monthly salary, 
as they don’t really do hourly and prefer be to loyal employees.
Onlinejobs.ph is THE dominant site for VAs and their top range 
of pay is at $1k+ a month.

Our first VAs were at $1,500 a month, which is why we’ve gotten 
so many responses to our postings-- over 400 applicants.
But only the very best will get this pay.
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Instead of declining other promising VAs that have the right 
attitude but not the skill/experience, we can hire them at 
different grades between $500 and $1,000 a month, so at least 
they can start in our program and work their way up-- provided 
we have a joint understanding and expectation of this
progression.

Of course, pay is DOE (dependent on experience) and 
performance over time, so it doesn’t really matter their starting 
pay, since the good ones will keep advancing.

Not the same 9 leveling system as we have in the United States, 
since these are different economic conditions and different 
roles-- but I hope we’ll have a 9 level operational support system 
in the next 90 days.

Then the specialists are focusing on modules 1-6 (primarily 
client facing), while operations is on modules 7-12.

We’re not there yet, so I don’t want to open that topic until we 
have the first 12 modules solidly in place.

And once that’s ready, we can tackle modules 13-18, which is 
how we scale out this system with software and automation 
support, largely through the PEF, school system, and other 
organizations.
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V A  H i r i n g  C h e c k l i s t

VA HIRING CHECKLIST
Approving Applicants

Check Applicant's Interview Phase Email.7

Correct Email Format
List of Documents/Video Links

Video links (Initial, First, and Second Phase 
(If applicable))
Onlinejobs.ph pro�le link
Resume
Portfolio (if applicable)
Goals Sheet
Development Plan
Perceived Strenghts/Weaknesses
3 Skills You Are Good At and 3 Skills You Would 
Like to Learn

Set an Interview time and then click "I'm ready for the 
interview."

8

Send a note regarding your call with the applicant. Note 
pros and cons and your recommendation.

9

Add one or two sentences regarding their application and 
the video they submitted when recommending an 
applicant. (Nothing more and nothing less)

Check Applicant's Initial Email.

Keyword
Video
Onlinejobs.ph Link

1

If requirements aren't met, refer to this canned 
replies document

 Recommend Applicant for the First Phase.2

Check Applicant's First Phase Email.3

Keyword
Video

If requirements aren't met, DQ.

Recommend Applicant for the Second Phase.4

Check Applicant's Second Phase Email.5

Keyword
Video/Document/Other Form of Submission

If requirements aren't met, DQ.

Recommend Applicant for the Interview Phase.6

https://3.basecamp.com/4057320/buckets/8375182/documents/1184246834
https://3.basecamp.com/4057320/buckets/8375182/documents/1184246834

When VAs apply, let's not only have them use the special animal 
keyword, but also mention the phase and job they're applying for 
when we are communicating about them. 
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Tr a i n i n g  o n  H i r i n g  V A s
I posted two jobs for hiring 3 VA’s and got 285 applications in 
the last 24 hours.

Want to know the super-effective process for how we quickly 
and accurately narrowed the list down to just 15 and then down 
to the final group?

In short, we put a ton of detail in our postings, especially with 
article links and a codeword for them to use in the subject line 
of their initial response.

RABBIT is the one for our VA and SQUIRREL is for the 
designer.

Gmail sorts by threads and by subject lines, so they 
automatically group responses.

50% get knocked out instantly, but sometimes I’ll make 
exception (see canned note #1).

Of the initial cut, we look to see if they have personalized their
response.

Another 50% of that gets knocked out.
Of the most promising remainder, we look at:
• Did they include a one minute video?
• How good is their English?
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• How strong is their portfolio and profile?
• Do they have a cheerful, positive personality?

Maybe means no-- so if not HECK YES, then NO, since there 
are so many amazing ones.

Then we provide one sentence of personalization, not just to 
show we care, but to ask them follow-up clarification questions. 
And then we paste in canned note #2, for more content to 
consume and another video to make.

Of the 5% that pass this filter (which is still 15 people out of 
300), we are reasonably certain they would be great employees.

However, we want our internal people to screen them and pick 
3-4 of the remainder to hire.

Of course, we don’t have to hire 3-4 people-- we could do more 
or less based on the pool and our needs. Our needs have been 
growing for this type of support.

But generally, we should be able to get:

# One Designer-- to help out on guides, infographics, client 
proposals, skinned documents, personalized dollar bills, website 
tweaks, video effects, and technical stuff.

# 2 General VAs-- to help with basic operational tasks: creating
basecamp projects, assembling documents, transcribing videos,
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editing content, Excel work, and project management.
When we get strong, full-time folks that want to do this as a 
career, we don’t get the flakiness that we have designed for in the 
specialist program, since these internal folks must be stable and 
here for the long-run.

They’re also paid less-- most are making $4-6/hour, which is 
good money, even for a college grad in the Philippines.

We’re basically doubling this, since we want the best-- folks who 
don’t need micro-managing and can cover multiple positions.

You get this training on hiring VAs as one of a dozen modules in 
the Agency Management Course.

https://blitzmetrics.com/all-guid%E2%80%A6/agency-management-course/
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V A  O n b o a r d i n g
Once you’ve made a BlitzMetrics email address for the new hire 
and given that email address to BaseCamp, Youtube, FB Business 
Manager, TimeCamp and Google Drive; the next step is to send 
them materials on how to navigate and use each tool.

If you’ve hired a virtual assistant adhering to the phases we 
taught you, the next step is to onboard them. Other companies 
would need a lengthy time of coaching/spoon feeding to help 
their new hires catch up but because our hirees have gone 
through a vigorous process, we’re sure that they’re hungry
and can work immediately with just simple instructions and 
links to valuable assets. Here’s the list of links and simple 
instructions we give our newly hired VAs.

1. Basecamp
A. Overview
B. Basecamp 
C. How to Create a Message  
D. How to Transcribe Emails in BC 
E. Notification Settings 
F. How to Log in to BC2 

2. Youtube
A. Navigation 
B. How to Upload Videos 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbw9IxK-tbcUsing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbIT5uPE_hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQD3Jn3_TdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsiVpjEb7dI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReGP4kI5ATw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGlzu_2VdHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua8GuGH5pWE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tzeIOlLji60AF0K9Uv_PJ3MJvyM50xUWEjzPoRSL7rc/edit
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3. TimeCamp
A. How to Use 
B. How to Track Time  
C. How to Log Time 

Important Excel Files/Articles/Videos for Starting Members
A. Excel Files:
Asset Tracker - This is where we track all our internal 
documents

Content Library - This is where we track all mentions, articles
written, speaking engagements, etc. 

B. Articles:
http://www.influencive.com/must-hope-best-prepare-worst/

https://blitzmetrics.com/dont-make-chase/

https://blitzmetrics.com/the-hidden-but-most-obvious-reason-
yourcampaigns-are-failing/

https://www.dennis-yu.com/the-hidden-reason-why-you-are-
failing/

C. Videos:

When to Use Email vs Instant Messaging 

https://basecamp.com/3352276/projects/12083819/messages/57060166
https://basecamp.com/3352276/projects/12083819/messages/72912813#comment_568655995
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWQHiyAzyJU
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YjWfgCev6FqDhzSHtDCMP6UH35YfLTCxfF7YibYERU/edit#gid=218932520
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zl82LiKiF6-17XVWZG1pjLf_yRygcXvapAjq1LObUe8/edit#gid=1595454386
http://www.influencive.com/must-hope-best-prepare-worst/
https://blitzmetrics.com/dont-make-chase/
https://blitzmetrics.com/the-hidden-but-most-obvious-reason-yourcampaigns-are-failing/
https://blitzmetrics.com/the-hidden-but-most-obvious-reason-yourcampaigns-are-failing/
https://www.dennis-yu.com/the-hidden-reason-why-you-are-failing/
https://www.dennis-yu.com/the-hidden-reason-why-you-are-failing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkN3zQzMSIk
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4. Plumbing:

Video: How to do Basic Plumbing

MOST IMPORTANT!!! #CID:

Video: #CID - RACI with Example 

Welcome Video

Second Round

Final Round

Third Round

First Round

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT3jT8SPhbE%26list%3DPLBm-yi-4_xeFwHbpa5JxTL7bIijDNbYK3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKAfTFMA4HY
https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/8uob9egr4m
https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/vjg5dvcgae
https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/sz2vkngyfd
https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/qtpqjieflt
https://blitzmetrics.wistia.com/medias/gjxy50v2zn
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Ta s k s  a n d 
R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s /

F i g u r e h e a d s
Tasks and Responsibilities
1. Operations 
2. Design 
3. Video Editing 

Figureheads
1. Operations:

What You Do: Operations play a critical part in any business 
since it handles the successful delivery of products and 
services. Part of what we do is to making sure that we are 
able to deliver the services to our clients - this includes 
responding to client inquiries, providing support on client 
projects, and light project management in course and guide 
production. We work and support our onshore team to make 
sure that our clients get the best service or product that we 
can offer.

How Others can Become a Figurehead: One can be a 
figurehead by making sure that the principles of DDD, CID, 
and LDT are nailed down. As a figurehead, you are a role 
model that others in the team can follow and reliably lean on.
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2. Design:

What You Do: I am currently a VA level 3 specialist and 
team lead of the design team. As a team lead my main 
responsibility is for the creative execution of cross-categorical 
projects and overseeing the quality and visual integrity 
standards of BlitzMetrics. Our design team can also be called 
“the visual story tellers” because we bring data to life through 
graphics and data visualization, as well as designing key 
elements for presentations and express/premium guides and 
packages.

How Others can Become a Figurehead: Aside from 
mastering all the nine triangles of BlitzMetrics. To be a good 
leader you also have to be a good servant. I am fortunate to 
be in a servant-leader culture inculcated by Dennis. If you 
are a servant leader... humility, integrity and everything will 
follow.

3. Video Editing:

What You Do: Video Editing is one of the crucial roles in the 
team as we encourage our clients to make one-minute videos 
for a dollar-aday. As a video editor, my main responsibility is 
to make sure that our videos are edited based on the standard 
that the company holds, may it be promo videos, one-minute 
videos, speaker reels, tutorials and teasers. Imagination, 
creativity and attention to details are essentials skills that a 
video editor must have in order to generate the best possible 
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video output. From placing video hooks to placing lower-
thirds to proper color grading to sequencing the clips to 
mixing in the perfect music bed to enhancing the vocal 
narration to placing catchy titles, these are some of the main 
things needed to be considered in the editing process.

How Others can Become a Figurehead: You must be willing 
to learn and improve continuously. Learn the basics of the 
nine triangles and improve thru constant application of 
those concepts. Never cease to learn from others and accept 
opinions constructively. Skills are vital but Attitude is more 
important.
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O p e r a t i o n s  D i a g r a m
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V A  P a y  S c a l e
L2: Pay - $3/hour
Client Level
- 20 Personal Branding Accounts and 4 Small Business Tasks
- Ad Budgets, Audience Creation, Basic Level Client Ad Tweakin

L3: Pay - $6/hour
Client Level
- 12 Personal Branding Accounts, 4 Small Business and 2 Large
Business Tasks.
- Loading and Duplicating Campaigns, Ads and Ad-Sets, All L2 
Work.

L4: Pay - $10/hour
Client Level
- 8 Small Business, 4 Large Business and 2 Enterprise Tasks.
- Coordinating with content VA’s, Overseeing L2 and L3 VA’s, All 
L2 & L3 Work.

If you REALLY like a new candidate, you can hire them at up to 
$6/hour to start so that we can bring in higher quality talent.

But their first month is still provisional, so if they don’t perform 
at that level, they either must revert to the appropriate level or 
leave.

After all, we must be fair to everyone else who has leveled up.
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If you REALLY like a new candidate, you can hire them at 
up to $6/hour to start so that we can bring in higher quality 
talent.

But their first month is still 
provisional, so if they don’t 
perform at that level, they 
either must revert to the 
appropriate level or leave.

After all, we must be fair 
to everyone else who 
has leveled up.
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Wo r k s h o p  O n e - p a g e 
Ve r i f i c a t i o n

Your Brand
• Public figure page created
• Company Facebook page
• WHY video made
• 3x3 grid complete
• Website ready
• Plumbing setup
• Remarketing pixels working
• Website Custom Audiences setup
• Dollar a day boosts ready
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O n b o a r d i n g  P r o c e s s 
C h e c k l i s t

1

Onboarding Process Checklist

ONBOARDING PROCESS CHECKLIST
Inform the Financial Specialist or an authorized VA that we hired a new Specialist/VA so 
they can send Non-Disclosure and Independent Contractor Agreements. 1040

 Provide Job Title of New Hire.
 Provide Rate of Pay of New Hire.
Team lead extends a welcome.
Create a Google Suite BlitzMetrics Account. 1041 

Create a Basecamp Account. Give initial access to selected projects only. Manually add new 
people to projects, instead of giving them all projects and having to subtract. . 1042

Create a TimeCamp Account. 1043

Grant them Manager Access to YouTube. 1044

Create a Facebook Business Manager Account as an Employee. 1045

Email the Onboarding Asset Links to the new hire. 1047

Request them to log in to our Academy and grant them access to ALL courses. 1048 

Add to various Infusionsoft campaigns.
• Daily Status Update.
• Weekly Team Lead Report.
• Quarterly Goals Setting.
• 1099 contractor only: Invoice Reminder.

Note: Don’t use “Junior” in Job Titles because it doesn’t look good when interacting with customers.

OPTIONAL:
Create an Infusionsoft Account (ONLY when someone instructed and they have passed 
the Infusionsoft Basics Course in the BlitzMetrics Academy. 1046 
Give them login details to Brand24. 1049

Give them login details to Quuu! 1050

Give them a Boomerang! Pro Account. 1051

Give them an Adobe Account (Premiere Pro, Photoshop, Illustrator). 1052

BlitzNation FB Group (Requires Level 2+ for VAs). 1053

BlitzMetrics Academy Members FB Group. 1054

BlitzMetrics VIP Members FB Group. 1055

blitz_onboarding_process_checklist_v2.4_2020_0603

.  Manually add new hire’s account to our Team Drive to ensure full access.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DXHgheWYNK5f3y2mvWLCLZe_7nGmz1MQ/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxMR5Owc28M&feature=youtu.be&t=206
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxMR5Owc28M&feature=youtu.be&t=307
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QX9V_bbXopIZCs77eFu4RDPdlIEd6qHZTgL7h9Yj-Cg/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qnl-CKJ7NlA&feature=youtu.be
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QX9V_bbXopIZCs77eFu4RDPdlIEd6qHZTgL7h9Yj-Cg/edit
https://academy.blitzmetrics.com/courses/infusionsoft-basics/
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D e - b o a r d i n g  P r o c e s s 
C h e c k l i s t

1

DE-BOARDING PROCESS CHECKLIST
REMOVE ACCESS FROM THE FOLLOWING ASSETS
Mark N/A if they never had access.

Google Suite 
 • Transfer files to your own drive, then move the folder to the BlitzMetrics  
    Drive under the Ex-employees Drive folder. 
Basecamp 
Timecamp 
 • Download member’s Timecamp report for remaining dates of employment. 
 • Delete access to Timecamp.
Facebook Business Manager
Facebook Workplace 
Infusionsoft 
 • Remove member account. 
Team Roster 
Operations Email List 
Academy 
YouTube 
Boomerang! 
blitzmetrics.com
BlitzNation 
BlitzMetrics Academy Members 
BlitzMetrics VIP Members 
Retrieve company equipment. 
Remove software subscriptions. 
Team lead needs to re-assign their current projects/tasks. 
Notify the Financial Specialist or an authorized VA when someone has  
been de-boarded so they can remove them from the payroll properly.

*For specialists and VAs who left in good terms, maintain access to BlitzMetrics Academy.  
If they did not leave on good terms, then they do not get any access.
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H o w  t o  m a n a g e  P u b l i c 
F i g u r e  P a g e s

Update Content Library

2min

2min

2min

2min

2min

2min

HOW TO MANAGE PUBLIC FIGURE PAGES

Training
• Tutorial video
• List of personal brands
• In�uence Generator
• Thank You Machine

Inbox Management
• Light touches to keep “nurturing” 

the relationship

Shares
• Go to Noti�cations
• Go to Shares on the Left Side 

Options List
• Comment and Like on the Shared 

Post “Thanks for sharing” or 
anything parallel to that.

Comments
Read/Watch the Post

• Like/Love positive comments
• Reply to positive comments with a 

“thank you” 
• Hide negative comments
• Block user that makes persistent 

negative comments

Likes/Reactions
• Click  on the number of likes
• Click “Invite to Like” for users 

who’ve engaged but haven’t liked 
the page yet

Note: Facebook has a limit of 500 invites per day or 
you'll get blocked.

Reporting in Basecamp
• Public �gures Basecamp thread.
• What you did.
• How long it took you?
• Date?
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T h i n g s  V A s  d o  t o  h a v e 
t h e i r  a p p l i c a t i o n s 

e l i m i n a t e d  i n s t a n t l y
• Sending out a bunch of canned applications. While sending 

out more applications would appear to generate more 
interviews, this is not true. Choose just a few job postings 
that you REALLY like and personalize your response, so 
they know you wrote a note just for them and have studied 
their requirements. Though this make take you an extra 30 
minutes, it will get you past the 90% of applications that are 
immediately discarded for being a canned response.

• Likewise, make sure your profile is tuned to that type of 
job. If you’re a designer, get more specific about what kind of 
designs you specialize in. If you build websites, what verticals 
do you have a lot of experience in, so you can do more of the 
same thing? If you try to say you do everything for everyone, 
you’ll attract bad clients who think a VA can do everything. 
Clients pay for specialization.

• Having negative reviews on onlinejobs.ph. Even if the 
customer is wrong, you’ll not want to avoid having them leave 
negative feedback (yes, this is hard). And you don’t want to 
badmouth a former employer, since the employer considering 
you will be concerned you’ll say the same about them.

http://onlinejobs.ph
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• Having unprofessional profiles on any channel. The 
employer may look at your photos on social media, so be 
careful. Assume anything you post is public. Avoid screen 
names that are too clever. One promising applicant that we 
were considering for a designer position had a great portfolio, 
but his username had “devil” and “666” in it. Rather than risk 
it, we moved on to hire from the hundreds of other strong 
designers that didn’t have such a risk.

• Not smiling. They’re more likely to hire you if you’re smiling-- 
it’s that simple. After all, someone you’re spending a few hours 
a day with is someone you want to be pleasant, right?

• Skim Reading. Use a test in your posting. For example you 
might ask them to reply using a certain word in the subject 
line, “use rabbit or facebook ads in the subject line to show 
you pay attention to details.” If they miss, they’re out.

• Being too proud.

• Impatience.

• Incomplete Submissions.
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Dennis Yu
Chief Executive Officer
BlitzMetrics

dennis@blitzmetrics.com

@dennisyu

getfound
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